Flexographic Press Operator
Access Labels, Amherst, NS
Full time—2 Vacancies
Employment Conditions—Days and Evening—Shiftwork
Day-to-Day Role:














Reads and reviews daily production schedule, performs necessary line checks and assist
with all types of changeovers including size and imprint changes on press
Operates printing equipment as directed by supervisor or shift lead
Maintains accurate and timely production and quality records
Monitors press output and visually inspects product for defects and quality issues
Loads and unloads paper rolls, mount and shaft rolls, thread machine, maintain correct
ink levels, colors and chemistry
Make necessary adjustments to ensure proper registration and maintain strict quality
performance
Meets set-up reduction requirements by pre-staging plate cylinders, inks, paper and other
necessary supplies and equipment
Follows up after setups to ensure washed plates and inks are returned to designated areas
Maintains all materials, tools, and supplies in a clean and orderly manner and follow all
safety, sanitation and product safety procedures and policies
Fills in for operators and helpers as required on all presses including wash-ups, plant
changes, and ink-up print checks, set impressions and set register
Understands and operates all features of press functions
Follows all safety rules, good manufacturing practices and BRC guidelines
Performs other duties as assigned

Core Skills and Qualifications:
The ideal candidate must possess all of the following:










Experience operating Flexographic Press an asset—willing to train
Demonstration of minimum proficiency with the English language in order to ensure
effective new hire training and on-going communications about safety and quality issues
Ability to work overtime as needed
Ability to perform press set-ups and basic press maintenance
Ability to multi task
Ability to work in a fast pace environment
Computer skills including familiarity with computerized production systems an asset
Ability to work every other weekend
Ability to work shifts

Preferred Skills and Qualifications:


Experience operating Flexographic Press an asset—willing to train

Physical Demands:






Lift up to 50 pounds without aid
Move/handle up to 250 pounds with aid
Exposed to intermittent noise levels approaching 100 decibels
Use of harsh chemicals (isopropyl alcohol, petroleum based imaging oil)
Exposure to modest amount of ozone

Send resume to Richard Fowler, Plant Manager
Email: Richard.fowler@accesslabels.com
Only those chosen for interviews will be contacted

